
Radiation Therapy: Quality Contro1 Equip lnent

MLCSoft ΨιJ MLCSoft�
MLC QA Software MLC Test Software
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Featllres

:ㅑ

.: Does MLC QA by analysing MLC leaf positions on

EPID iΠ lages

●.·
 Suitable for a11 coHIInon types ofMLCs including

collilnators with Inore than one leaf width

ㅑ·: Provides severa1 levels of positioning infornlation

floΠ1 visual inforlnation fbr quick checks to numerica1

data tables fbr thorough analysis

The software MLCSoft ∈ρ
'J helps the Hledical physics

expert to ensure the correct positioning ofthe LINAC MLC

Ieaves. This is done by colnparing leaf positions on a

current set ofiHlages to positions on a ”gold standard”
 set˚

Alternatively it is also possible to colnpare current leaf

positions with positions deFlned externally●  The results

can be displayed visually or nulnerically. Trends over time

can be displayed in a separate QA statistics tab.

ordering 工nforIIlation

s070022 MLCSoft Fρ
'J Software

Features

ㅑ
- Helps to ensure precise leaf positioning when using

Hlultileaf collilnators for patient treatlnent

:::●

· Presents the IIleasuring results as a table showing the

actual leaf positions and individual deviations to the

nominal va11그 e

:i'-: offdrs easy offξ et correction by calculating the mean

deviation

::i-:-·

 Works on the basis of Ineasurements perfbrlned with

the LA48 1inear array

::●

:·

 Determines the 50 q"〕  dose values for each leaf by

Hleasuring up to 47 proFlles ln one I11n

The accuracy and, at least as iΠ 1portant, the reproducibi1—

ity of the leaf positioning of Hlultileaf collilrlilators are

iIIlportant paraIIleters that IIlust be checked frequently to

ensure precise IMRT treatment. Leaf position checks are

part of the qllality assurance procedures and should be

carried out in a f¸ st and accurate way.

The easy— to—handle MLCSof’t Sof˙tware deterHlines and

evaluates the leaf positions of Irlultileaf collinlators by

means of a LA48 1inear chamber array in coHlbination

with a TBA Therapy BeaHl Analyzer MP3, MP3-M or

SLA48. The Hleasuring results are presented both as a dia—

graln and as a table shovving the actual positions and the

deviations floln the nolnina1 leaf position with a display

resolution of 0. 1 HIH1.

order묘 ng Inforlnat요 on
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〉 LA48 Linear Charlilber Array ραℓe 47

▷ MP3 PhantoH1 ραℓe 4I

〉 MP3 -M PhantoH1 ραℓe 42

〉 SLA48 Air Scanners ραℓe ΞB

〉 MEPHYSTo ?η c2 ραℓe 49
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